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Abstract
Mechanical stress-strain hysteresis, temperature and electrical resistance measurements were performed
for the detailed characterisation of the fatigue behaviour of the quenched and tempered steel SAE 4140
(42CrMo4) under constant amplitude loading and service loading. On the basis of generalised Morrow
and Basquin equations the fatigue life calculation method “PHYBAL” was developed. Short constant
amplitude sequences with a stress amplitude of about 80 % of the endurance limit are periodically
inserted in service loading tests to measure the plastic strain amplitude, the change in temperature and the
change in electrical resistance. For the fatigue assessment under service loading the average values of
each constant amplitude sequence are plotted in cyclic deformation curves, similarly as practised for
constant amplitude tests.
Keywords: Mechanical stress-strain hysteresis measurements, Temperature and electrical resistance
measurements, Fatigue behaviour, Fatigue life calculation, Service loading, Metals, Microstructure

1. Introduction
Reliable fatigue life calculations require the comprehensive knowledge of the fatigue
behaviour and the underlying fatigue mechanisms. In this investigation, for the detailed
evaluation of the material response to cyclic loading the plastic strain amplitude [1]
determined in stress-strain hysteresis measurements as well as the deformation-induced
changes in temperature due to dissipated energy [2-4] and in electrical resistance [5-7]
were considered. Cyclic softening and hardening processes influence the defect density
and subsequently the specific electrical resistance in a characteristic manner. All
measured values depend on microstructural changes caused by cyclic plastic
deformation and represent the actual fatigue state in equal manner. In particular for
loading and material conditions leading to slight plastic deformation under cyclic
loading, the application of high-precision temperature and electrical resistance
measurements yield additional helpful information about the effective fatigue
behaviour. Furthermore, the above mentioned mechanical, thermal and electrical fatigue
data can be used as input parameters for the physically based fatigue life calculation
method “PHYBAL” on the basis of generalised Morrow [8] and Basquin [9] equations.

2. Material
The heat treatment of the SAE 4140 (42CrMo4) steel consists of austenising at 840°C
and quenching in oil, followed by tempering at 550°C for 120 min. The chemical
composition corresponds to DIN-EN 10083-1 [10]. Table 1 summarises selected
monotonic properties of the investigated material condition.
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Table 1: Monotonic properties
Yield strength
Tensile strength
Yield to tensile strength ratio
Ultimate strain
Reduction in area

Rp0.2
Rm
Rp0.2/Rm
A5
Z

[MPa]
[MPa]
[%]
[%]

960
1051
0.92
16
55

In scanning (SEM) and transmission electron (TEM) micrographs fine dispersed Fe3C
carbides are located at the boundaries and inside the ferrite of the grains (Figure 1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: SEM (a) and TEM (b) micrographs

3. Experimental Setup
For the measurement of the plastic strain amplitude εa,p, determined in mechanical
stress-strain hysteresis loops, an extensometer was used. The change in temperature ΔT
was measured with one thermocouple in the middle of the specimen gauge length (T1)
and two thermocouples (T2 and T3) at the elastically loaded specimen shafts. For
electrical resistance measurements a DC-power supply was fixed at both specimen
shafts and ΔR was measured with two wires spot welded at the transition of the gauge
length and the shafts (Figure 2), cf. [10-12].

Figure 2: Experimental setup
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The measured values εa,p, ΔT and ΔR are plotted versus the number of cycles N in cyclic
deformation, temperature and electrical resistance curves to characterise the fatigue
behaviour under constant amplitude loading.
Axial stress-controlled fatigue tests were performed at ambient temperature with a
frequency of f = 5 Hz on servohydraulic testing systems. In load increase tests (LITs)
and constant amplitude tests (CATs) a load ratio of R = -1 and triangular load-time
functions were used. For service load tests (SLTs) the standardised Carlos (Car loading
standard) lateral [13-14] load spectrum from automotive industry and a new test
procedure [10-11], developed at the Institute of Materials Science and Engineering at
the University of Kaiserslautern, was applied (Figure 3). Short measuring sequences
with a stress amplitude σa of about 80 % of the endurance limit of the material condition
investigated were periodically inserted into the Carlos [13-14] load spectrum.

Figure 3: Test scheme for service load tests, schematic
The average εa,p, ΔT and ΔR values of each constant amplitude (measuring) sequence
are plotted as function of the number of cycles N* in cyclic curves, similarly as
commonly practised for constant amplitude tests. Consequently, the fatigue behaviour
and the proceeding fatigue damage under service loading can be described and
evaluated on the basis of cyclic deformation (εa,p-N*), temperature (ΔT-N*) and
electrical resistance (ΔR-N*) curves. The short constant amplitude sequences with a
portion of the load spectrum of about 6 % are included in N*. It was proved that the
insertion of the constant amplitude sequences do not cause any additional fatigue
damage.

4. Results
4.1 Fatigue behaviour under constant amplitude loading and service loading
Constant amplitude tests with stress amplitudes 520 MPa ≤ σa ≤ 660 MPa result in
numbers of cycles to failure Nf between 3.9 · 104 and 1.4 · 106. The stress amplitude
σa = 490 MPa leads to 2 · 106 cycles without failure. The cyclic deformation (a),
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temperature (b) and electrical resistance (c) curves in Figure 4 show continuous cyclic
softening until failure and underline that deformation-induced changes in temperature
and electrical resistance can be equivalently used for detailed fatigue characterisation as
conventionally applied plastic strain amplitude measurements, cf. [10-12]. With
increasing stress amplitude the εa,p, ΔT and ΔR values increase and the lifetime Nf
decreases.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Cyclic deformation (a), temperature (b) and electrical resistance (c)
curves for constant amplitude loading
Cyclic deformation (a), temperature (b) and electrical resistance (c) curves for service
loading with the standardised load spectrum Carlos lateral are plotted in Figure 5. The
maximum stress σmax was varied between 900 and 1050 MPa. In the periodically
inserted constant amplitude sequences the stress amplitude σa = 400 MPa was used for
εa,p, ΔT and ΔR measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Cyclic deformation (a), temperature (b) and electrical resistance (c)
curves for service loading
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With increasing maximum stress the plastic strain amplitude, temperature and electrical
resistance values increase earlier and reach higher maximum values. The fatigue life
consequently decreases. Analogous to constant amplitude loading, the fatigue behaviour
under service loading is characterised by consistent cyclic softening. The service load
test (SLT) with σmax = 900 MPa was stopped without failure after 2 · 106 cycles, i.e. 20
repeats of the Carlos spectrum.
4.2 Fatigue life calculation under constant amplitude loading and service loading
Load increase tests (LITs) starting at a stress amplitude of σa,start = 100 MPa with a
stepwise increase of Δσa = 20 MPa each ΔN = 9 · 103 cycles were performed to estimate
the endurance limit with one single specimen. In Figure 6a the stress amplitude and the
change in electrical resistance are plotted versus the number of cycles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Change in electrical resistance in a load increase test (a)
and in constant amplitude tests (b)
In the LIT the slope of the ΔR-N curve changes from linear to exponential increase at
σa, LIT = 480 MPa. Thus, this stress amplitude leading to a changing slope of the material
response values can be used as a first estimation of the endurance limit, cf. [2]. Failure
occurs in the load level σa = 680 MPa. In comparison to the endurance limit
σa, CAT = 490 MPa determined in constant amplitude tests (CATs) until N = 2 · 106
cycles (Figure 4), there is an excellent accordance factor σa, LIT divided by σa, CAT of
about 98 %. It has to be pointed out that for new materials or material conditions only
one LIT is sufficient for a first estimation of the endurance limit and for the selection of
appropriate stress amplitudes for CATs.
According to the physically based fatigue life calculation method “PHYBAL”,
developed at the Institute of Materials Science and Engineering at the University of
Kaiserslautern, besides one load increase test two constant amplitude tests were
performed with stress amplitudes slightly above σa, LIT and slightly below the stress
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amplitude, which leads to failure in the LIT. In Figure 6b the electrical resistance curves
of both CATs, characterised by continuous cyclic softening, are given until failure. The
ΔR values at half lifetime (Nf/2) are marked with filled symbols ( ).
In the following, the “PHYBAL” method, which leads to a substantial reduction of time
and costs compared to the conventional experimental determination of Woehler and
fatigue life curves, is explained in detail. For fatigue life calculation according to
“PHYBAL” only εa,p, ΔT or ΔR data of one LIT and two CATs are necessary.
The Morrow equation in generalised formulation (Eq. 1) allows to describe the relation
between the stress amplitude σa and the measured values M = εa,p, ΔT or ΔR for
different load levels of a LIT or different CATs at a defined number of cycles, e.g. half
lifetime Nf/2. The cyclic hardening coefficient K’ and the cyclic hardening exponent n’,
well known from the description of the σa-εa,p relation, are substituted in generalised
formulation by K’M and n’M, respectively. The subscript M indicates that this equation
is applicable for all measured values M:

σ a = K' · ( ε a,p ) n' → σ a = K'M · ( M ) n'M

(1)

The Basquin equation can be expressed in a similar way to Eq. 1 with the fatigue
strength coefficient σ’f, M instead of σ’f and the fatigue strength exponent bM instead of
b (Eq. 2):
σ a = σ'f · ( 2 N f )

b

→ σ a = σ'f, M · ( 2 N f ) bM

(2)

According to Morrow the fatigue strength exponent bM can be calculated with the cyclic
hardening exponent n’M (Eq. 3):
b=

-n´
5 n´+1

→ bM =

-n´M
5 n´M +1

(3)

With the cyclic hardening exponent n’M (Eq. 1) and the fatigue strength exponent bM
(Eq. 3) and with the σa-Nf relation of one CAT, the fatigue strength coefficient σ’f, M
(Eq. 2) is determined and the S-N curve can be calculated (Eq. 4):
⎛ σ
N f = 0.5 · ⎜ a
⎜ σ'
⎝ f, M

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1
bM

(4)

It was proved that already fatigue data of one load increase test and two constant
amplitude tests enable a reliable fatigue life calculation of metallic materials [10-11].
Below, the calculation of the Woehler curve is illustrated by using the deformationinduced change in electrical resistance, but can be done in exactly the same manner by
using the plastic strain amplitude or the change in temperature. Exemplarily, in
Figure 7a the cyclic stress-resistance (σa-ΔR) curve measured in the load increase test
(Figure 6a) is plotted as average ΔR values (| LITexp.) for 500 MPa ≤ σa ≤ 640 MPa.
Additionally, for both constant amplitude tests at σa = 500 and 640 MPa (Figure 6b) the
change in electrical resistance at Nf/2 ( CATexp.) is plotted. The ratio Q(M) between
the measured values of the two CATs and the appropriate load levels of the LIT was
determined by MCAT divided by MLIT. Q(ΔR) is 0.11 (0.65) for σa = 500 (640) MPa and
for the stress amplitudes in-between linearly interpolated. Then the Morrow curve for
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constant amplitude loading ( CATcalc.) was calculated by multiplying all ΔR values of
the LIT with the corresponding ratio Q(ΔR). The calculated Morrow curve can be
described according to Eq. 1 with the cyclic hardening coefficient K’ΔR = 650 and the
cyclic hardening exponent n’ΔR = 0.09. With the fatigue ductility exponent bΔR = -0.07
determined according to Eq. 3 and with the number of cycles to failure Nf = 6.24 · 104
for the CAT at σa = 640 MPa, the fatigue ductility coefficient σ’f, ΔR = 1355 was
calculated according to Eq. 2. Hence all parameters of the S-N curve are calculated, in
this case for electrical resistance measurements. In [10] the fatigue life calculation
method “PHYBAL” was also successfully applied for the quenched and tempered steel
SAE 4140 on the basis of the plastic strain amplitude and the change in temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Cyclic stress-resistance (σa-ΔR) curves for a load increase test (LITexp.),
ΔR values at N = Nf/2 for two constant amplitude tests (CATexp.) and
σa-ΔR curve calculated for constant amplitude loading (CATcalc.) (a)
as well as comparison of experimental lifetimes (Nf, exp.)
and S-N curves calculated on the basis of εa,p, ΔT and ΔR
for constant amplitude loading (b)

As can be seen in Figure 7b, the experimentally determined lifetimes Nf, exp of 23
constant amplitude tests ( ) and the S-N curves calculated on the basis of the plastic
strain amplitude (), the change in temperature (U) and the change in electrical
resistance ({) agree excellently. It is evident that this new lifetime calculation method
requires only one load increase test and two constant amplitude tests for the precise
calculation of Woehler curves and leads to an enormous saving of time and costs
compared to the conventional determination of Woehler curves.
Furthermore, the “PHYBAL” approach was successfully applied on fatigue tests with
service load spectra. Therefore in Eqs. 1, 2 and 4 the stress amplitude σa has to be
substituted for the maximum stress σmax and the number of cycles to failure Nf for Nf*,
respectively.
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Analogous to Figure 7b, the calculation of fatigue life curves with plastic strain
amplitude (), change in temperature (U) and change in electrical resistance ({) data
matches excellently with the experimentally determined fatigue life curves ( )
(Figure 8). There is only a negligible scatter between calculated and experimental
fatigue lives for Carlos loading.

Figure 8: Comparison of experimental lifetimes (Nf*, exp.)
and S-N curves calculated on the basis of εa,p, ΔT and ΔR
for Carlos loading

Besides, excellent agreements between calculated and experimental Woehler curves and
fatigue life curves were obtained for several aluminium and magnesium lightweight
materials [15] as well as for railway wheel steels [11-12].

5. Conclusions
Plastic strain amplitude, change in temperature and change in electrical resistance
measurements are equivalently suitable to characterise the fatigue behaviour under
constant amplitude loading and service loading. Load increase tests allow to estimate
the endurance limit with one single specimen. By means of a new test procedure the
fatigue behaviour and the proceeding fatigue damage under service loading can be
described and evaluated on the basis of cyclic deformation, temperature and electrical
resistance curves.
According to the fatigue life calculation method “PHYBAL” one load increase test and
two constant amplitude tests are sufficient for the precise calculation of Woehler (S-N)
curves. The stress amplitudes of the two constant amplitude tests are slightly above the
endurance limit estimated in the load increase test and slightly below the stress
amplitude, which leads to failure in the load increase test. With mechanical, thermal and
electrical data measured in one load increase test and in two constant amplitude tests,
the Morrow curve for constant amplitude loading was calculated. With the number of
cycles to failure of one constant amplitude test, the Woehler (S-N) curve was calculated
according to a generalised Basquin equation in excellent accordance with the
conventionally determined Woehler curve. In the exact same manner the “PHYBAL”
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approach is suited for the calculation of fatigue life curves under service loading.
Besides, excellent agreements between calculated and experimental lifetimes were
obtained for several aluminium and magnesium lightweight materials as well as for
railway wheel steels. With a total running time of about two days per material, the
“PHYBAL” method yields an enormous saving of time and costs compared to the
conventional determination of S-N curves, requiring about 30 days for constant
amplitude tests at 5 Hz until 2 · 106 cycles.
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